


( Notes 

March 13, 2018 at 3:01 PM 

Writing is two things: 

- labor

- mind
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( Notes 

March 13, 2018 at 3:02 PM 

The Middle Ages at Work 

"To what extent can the work associated 

with textuality and the professional 

manipulation of written language, the 

work of poets, scribes and clerks, be 

considered labor?" 

What unites it to other kinds of labor 
- these ideas have been potent since

forever starting with greek distinction

between epistime and techne
- "sharp distinction between labors

practiced through the hand and the

sciences of the mind"

i 

- also under suspicion that this

bifurcation is fundamentally is an

idealistic fabrication
- "immaterial labor"
- middle ages had its own theories

of Immaterial Labor
- Opus dei, the work of god

performed in prayer and

liturgical service
- act of writing much more

concretely tied to craft, skills and
-- - ---'- - --� __ I - -- - - -• - -• ..I.. - -- -- - -•- - - - --
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( Search 

text as a physical object

- however saw labor as tied to the

peasant, unwanted

- compared all labor to agriculture

- versus

- "apologia pro vista sua"
- education change him in mind

and in body

person as object and mind, book

as object and mind, text as object

and meaning such production of

text

0 

essentially:
writer= holy/erudite, scribe=
laborious peasant

The Word: God's Word, written
object (?)



( Notes 

March 14, 2018 at 10:03 AM 

Dear Professor Overbey and Professor 

Baskins , 

I will write about the creative project as a 

way to bring it all together. 

- The piece that I am making is being 

videoed to show the visual product of 

laborious devotion.

I am "conveying devotion" through visual 

cues of divine text: 

This essay frankly has been really hard to 

write 

- - - -
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( Notes 

I am wondering if this makes sense to you. 

I am worried that it is too complicated

Sincerely,

Celia
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( Notes 

March 14, 2018 at a:11 PM 

Essay:
- Idea of writing in medieval ages had a

different meaning than it does now:

Back then the production of writing

had less to do with the production of

intangible thought and more to do

with the production of it.
- Gregory the Great: "Pay attention less

to the pen pusher and more to the

author"

- Quote from the Middle Ages at Work:

"Writing in the middle ages had a

different connotation than it does
II now... .

- Medieval usage of the term

"writing" tied much closer to the

act of creating it and less to do

with the thought production of

concept
- With this in mind,

- Remember the Pen: Pope Gregory's

i 

perspective "What else are we doing

other than reading the text and asking

about the pen?"
�- - - - -- -- __ ..._ ..a..l_ - - ! -
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( Notes 

- Two part thesis

- Even though the scribe was not 

"writing" the word, 

As if meaning and objecthood had a 

closer relation  
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( Notes 

- Final Project:
production of a performance

- creating flux kit but with honor

- make

- Made

- want to create

work

honor through my labor

- done a ton of research on

performative labor

- My comfort in computer-based

software is something I want to

master in clay,
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( Notes 

-               something very lovely about 

porcelain 

-                         use my own paper     

create         my own ink

-                       learn how to make paper      

also  make   pen 

- Potentially would 3D print these 

objects 
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Next week: 

- Outline of the entire flux kit
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( Notes 

Before May 4th, 2018: 

- Apprenticeship: Vessel
- Reparations for the erasure of 

craft as legitimate art form

- Coffee convo

- Unnecessary for it to be cups that 

I made

Conceptual proposal 

- make a text piece that has a form
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... 1�u• 

- Gotta figure out another way

- Does not have to be complicated

-             proposals as artwork

         
- score
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( Notes 

July 21, 2018 at 5:36 PM 

When Rauschenberg decided he finally 

wanted recognition made  intellectual 

work to be understood 

(dante series)

- then leo castelli picked him up lol
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( Notes 

August 4, 2018 at 5:55 PM 

- Tools

- Writing

- Need to be understood

- Communication

- Process

- Figure skating

- Art history

- Technology

- Ritual

- Complex concepts
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( Notes 

August 5, 2018 at 2:11 PM 

Sunday August 5th

Expressing exactly how I feel is so fulfilling

Maybe I don't write when I'm happy

because I don't think complicated

thoughts

Whatever I don't care why

Right now I feel like drowning
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( Notes 

August 13, 2018 at 2:59 PM 

You just write 

     you warn me of cliche you say 

stop worrying about making sense 

what you wrote even if you don't care if 

I get it 
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( Notes 

I think you appreciate my doodles more 

than I do 

you always tell me to do more with them I 

constantly say they're my doodles not my 

art I think because they're mindless I say 

they have no composition Fiona they're 

not finished they're not ART 

They're THOUGHTS not STATEMENTS 

you're right though there's something 

there I need to figure out how to harness 

Yesterday I was drawing in your 

sketchbook because paper and pen were 

in front of me while you read from your 

giant stack of poems something so 

beautiful it made me cry 

You said "see it makes me mad you can 

just do that you just DRAW" 
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( Notes 

August 24, 2018 at 6:48 PM 

I don't like writing like I don't like working  

out

Is expressing yourself supposed to be  

painful

Like I think there's two stereotypes

Jackson pollack

Sylvia Plath

Kurt Cobain

Bob Dylan

Me

Jeff Buckley

Van Gogh

Hm

Positive people

Me sometimes

Never mind
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( Notes 

September 15, 2018 at 3:14 PM 

1. Your number one job as an artist is to

embed thought in material. 

2. Being an artist is tough.    only be one if

you really, really, really, really have to be. 

3. 

4. 

5.

6.

7. you do not own the meaning of

your work.  

8.
9.

 - -
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( Notes 

museum.

don't need anywhere else.

10. only need to convince seven

people your work is worth taking a

chance on:

Just seven!

11. vulnerable, expose self, have opinion.

remember: You know a lot less than you

think you do.
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( Notes 

September 18, 2018 at 4:15 PM 

I've been fixated on how my practice is

different than what is considered

performance

In search for the most TRUTHFUL

"depiction" of my reason that I make- or a

depiction of what it is that I am depicting

I don't want to perform

Somehow that feels contrived

I'm not trying to make an object, a
performance in front of an audience is

also an object?
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( Notes 

These ideas are what I am this is what I 

make 

It's an intimate process that happens in 

my head 
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( Notes 

September 23, 2018 at 11:05 AM 

- seal of craftsman

-

- use to say "I exist"

- Computerized version, too perfect,

manufactured, hand is erased

- Production of EVERYTHING I use to

make art, respect. Can that be

performed? Yes, how? does it

make sense?
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( Notes 

September 26, 2018 at 2:20 PM 

Body Politics 

Beauty Politics 

Politics of beauty 

Art history, who is represented 
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( Notes 

October 22, 2018 at 8:33 AM 

class notes writing as performance

Kenneth Goldsmith 

where is his hand

textual continuation of appropriation 

Duchamp*(drink) 
Richard Price 

Gauguin 

Picasso

Racist intent and racist content 

Are there a set of practices that can be 
useful even as we think critically

Difference between a tool vs weapon is 
the amount of blood on its blade 

 

_ _ _ 
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( Notes 

-  

What does it mean        to work under a 

language that is produced and 

protected under power 

Taking away power will make those that 

are powered, will lead to an existential 

cns1s 
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( Notes 

October 25, 2018 at 6:10 PM 

Thoughts in regards to my current position 

with this piece: 
- Made it by hand and then put into the

computer
- I wanted my hand to be present in

the piece, but I am not sure how I

feel about making it with the

computer, it seems like a

prototype
- HOWEVER I get stuck thinking my

pieces through
- I want to reflect my process of

thinking, I am trying to create an

all knowing representation of my

thought process, LMAO ... how the

fuck am i supposed to do that,

why am I doing this what is

happening
- My reservations are that I have been

looking at the printing press with this

piece, and basically what the printing

press was used for was to

disseminate Christianity and is thus a

total colonial tool.
- I am not trying to talk about
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( Notes

Colonialism
- I am also not trying to talk about

posthumanism

What is the performative part of this
piece

- Make clear that I am more focused I
think on the object itself than the
produced piece

- I wanted to make a pen but metal
pens did not exist that were like this
so I'm not sure why i would make it

- Making the letter in metal is like
memorializing the word

- I dont know what I want to write yet
really

- I have made a bunch of works that
used words
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( Notes 

October 26, 2018 at 2:00 PM 

- write down in a notebook

- Notice the things i do to keep orde
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( Notes 

November 5, 2018 at 8:56 AM 

i 

- Read about Joseph Beuys and his

practice

- Silver blue is the least political color

- Photography has become beyond

documenting for the future to

instantaneous imagery

- Print out my images of the silver blue

that i have collected

- Chris Kraus!!!!! I Love Dick

- Epistemology/semiotics/critical

theory!!

- Fictocritical

- As well as Maggie Nelson

- Where Art Belongs, LA art world
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( Notes 

November 27, 2018 at 9:02 PM 

he said that he didn't believe in logic I said 

why he said because I don't believe that 

human nature can be quantified like that 

and I said well thats great but im not  self 

enlightened enough to think that way
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( Notes 

November 30, 2018 at 2:01 PM 

- this is a color but it disappears
- There are other colors that are

"neutral"
- Those are earth colors
- But those earth colors are also skin

colors and no body is apolitical
- Red: anger love sex
- Orange
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( Notes 

December 15, 2018 at 6:17 PM 

... 1�□·

"spent so long trying to get over the old

you 

finally starting to find your new self"

spent trying the old

starting find new

       get over the old

find new

spent

find
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( Notes 

... 1�□·

January 15, 2019 at 10:33 AM 

 --- - -  
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( Notes 

January 25, 2019 at 9:44 AM 

... 1� □·

   currency is   idea not   product 
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( Notes 

February 7, 2019 at 2:46 PM 

If we are the makers of a new being that 

will become hyper cognizant, sentient 

artificial intelligence, then current versions 

of technology that they produce are the 

buds of artificial intelligent civilization's 

art. And we are speaking to those we 

make, like God to Child. 

Therefore I try to see how these 

technologies will conjugate Our earliest 

forms. Hand tools, Venuses, objects for 

crude communication. What is the 

discrepancy between our ability to talk to 

the new species? They can't perfectly 

recreate the bedrock of what makes us 

us. It loses humanity. 
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( Notes 

February 7, 2019 at 2:46 PM 

Haven't we always been making for our 

God(s?) 
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( Notes 

February 15, 2019 at 10:32 AM 

Belief is bound in language feelings in 

words 
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... 1�□·

February 21, 2019 at 4:51 PM 

notes from Hans Haacke artist talk

ISP handbook reading list 1980 
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( Notes 

- As one of the artists that spearheaded
institutional critique what is your
stance about being involved in the
whitney independent study program?
Moreover gloria was saying museums
have the ability to provide a platform
for moremarginalized folks. what do
you think is the role of the artist and
art historian in regards to making
effective change?

- hans: institutions are run by
individuals. they are the ones that
make choices for better or for worse,
isp privately funded

- gloria: as art historians t put female
photographer on cover of judson moma
booklet, citatiton! bring people into the
narrative!!!

-
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( Notes 

February 23, 2019 at 5:18 PM 

put                                                             

groups, collections of things, 

deduce       track              through empirical            

evidence 

                    not what I think I'm thinking but 

what I'm thinking

Make field studies

        

It's the scientific method 
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( Notes 

March 3, 2019 at 1 :06 PM 

Accidentally tried to call an ice rink 

"You have reached the psychology 

department at tufts university" 
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March 4, 2019 at 2:38 PM 

... 1�□·

Ice rink VR 

Do I want to make this or do I just think it 

would be good 
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( Notes 

March 7, 2019 at 4:43 PM 

my obsession with immateriality is a 

syllogism 

i 

- Maybe thats what I am confused

about

- Am I even confused about

material? Or just if I want to make

anything?
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( Notes 

March 10, 2019 at 2:03 PM 

you know how some atoms are unstable? 
- Maybe the stage of enlightenment to

abyss is like that

dskfjashdflas kdfasdfasdsfas 
dfajbsmncxvxv
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( Notes 

March 12, 2019 at 7:34 AM 

i 

- different curatorial goals

- How are we supposed to make

people interested in art?

- Everything you are doing has

implications when it comes to

presenting work for the public
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( Notes 

... 1�□·

Performance art is just method acting 
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( Notes 

March 14, 2019 at 11:59 AM 

Neo-Fluxus in the age of writing as a 

disposable form
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